Technical Requirements

LOST IN TRANSLATION PERSONNEL
Company Contact: Annabel Carberry
annabel@litcircus.com, +44 (0) 7850 526 827
Company Rigger/Performer: Massimiliano Rossetti
Lighting Technician: Max Wingate

Touring Members
Performers x 5
Technician x 1
(Optional) Musician x 1 (music can be performed live or
pre-recorded)
Additional rigging personnel if required (we usually work
with High Performance Rigging.)

Travel
The company travel with 1 van and trailer, plus additional
car (or flight if long distance).
Parking during loading and unloading is required, ideally
the venue can provide parking during full engagement.
Very long distances may require freight, depending on
company touring schedule, in which case the company will
fly.
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GET IN / GET OUT SCHEDULE
Get In:
We usually require a full day get in before the show, plus
the day of the show for an evening performance.
Most venues will take a total of 1.5 to 2 days get in,
although more or less time may be needed depending on
the exact rigging and lighting situation.
Get Out
Get out takes 2 hours straight after See a typical get in
schedule below:
Example of Typical Get In Schedule
Get in day
9am – 1pm: Rigging aerial, start rigging lights
2pm – 6pm: Rig and focus lights, sound get in, prep space.
Tech/show day
9am – 11am: Lighting finish focus and plot, sound check.
11am – 1pm: Aerial checks, rehearsal time, extra tech
time.
2pm – 4pm: Tech run.
5 - 7pm: Show prep
7pm: Performance
8.30 -10.30pm: Get out
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SET & FLOOR SPACE
The show set consists of black acrobatic mats, which are laid out and cover downstage area, some boxes, a washing
machine on wheels, a table and other props, and an air track which is blown up underneath the cradle for safety.
Aerial Equipment:
1 x free standing Korean Cradle rig (more info to follow)
1 x Custom made zimmerframe suspended from one point approx centre stage on an adjustable line
1 x Cloudswing: rope that is suspended from a rigging bar downstage centre above the area covered in mats
The cradle usually sits at the back of the stage either width ways or on a slight diagonal and takes up the back 3rd to
half of the stage.
Floor Space Requirements
Ideal: 9m by 9m – we can be flexible and work on slightly smaller areas, depending on venue lay out - please discuss
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PLANS
See below a typical set up for the show (please ignore venue shape).
Please note the cradle can either go flat or on slight diagonal. Slight diagonal creates a better visual set up but requires
a little more depth in the centre.
The zimmerframe point is quite flexible in terms of positioning for us.
The cloudswing has some flexibility in terms of upstage/downstage positioning but needsbto be out of the way of the
cradle. This flexibility will be limited by the rigging points available, in prosc arch theatres for example the position of
the prosc will limited the ability to move it downstage. It needs to be positioned on or close to centre stage, and ideally
in the centre of the mat space.
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KOREAN CRADLE
The Korean Cradle is a freestanding structure with
requirements in terms of floor footprint and aerial clearance.
Structure is on wheels so can be easily moved around, and the
legs can fold up for storage.
Footprint: 7m wide x 4m deep, 4.3m height at the maximum
points.
Aerial clearance: 7.5m aerial clearance directly above the
centre and the platforms and for the first 3m in front of the
centre (usually stage right).
Maximum width of aerial clearance required: 3m over the
platforms and 2m width in front of the central bar
Power: The safety for the cradle is an airtrack which requires
one power point 13amp extension cable on or at the edge of
stage SL.
Smaller Venues: We have a smaller version of the cradle for
smaller venues, which requires a height clearance of 6.5m.
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CLOUDSWING
Must be rigged at 6.3 to 6.5m from the floor, either downstage centre or
centre stage centre depending on the exact position of the cradle and the
available rigging points.
Normally this will be done by hanging a 3m wide swinging bar from the
roof and guying the corners off to the walls or floor. If the rigging points
are at the right height it can be rigged directly from the roof/truss.
Aerial Clearance:
Minimum of a 1.5m to 2m x 11m length corridor (across the width of the
stage) in line with the centre of the cloudswing, with a minimum height of
6.3 to 6.5m clearance level
with the rigging points, inclusive of any lighting rigged. Some wide aerial
clearance near the rigging points of the cloudswing to the bar is required
for the rope to move, eg: no lights in the way. This can be looked at in detail
once on site.
Loading Requirements:
2 x roof points to hang swinging bar/truss. Maximum dynamic force put
on each point is 190kg, plus some downward tension from the guy lines. If
you already have a safety factor of 3 for your building then it would be a safe
working load of approx. 635kg per
point, or a breaking point of 1.9 ton.
4 x floor or wall points near the corners of the stage to guy off and stabilise
the swinging bar. These can be pillars, balconies, fly points, rigging anchor
points, stakes or king poles (in the case of tents), or other truss or beams.
The tension put on each point will be roughly 300kg per point.
If you previously had floor points or other rigging points installed, please
inform us of details.
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ZIMMERFRAME
Single point static rigging which can be rigged down stage
centre, left or right depending on the rigging possibilities and
the exact configuration of the space.
Two roof points are required, one to be close to being above
the floor point. Exact location is flexible. This line then needs
to be anchored side of stage with a floor point (preferably not
visible to the audience) for the performer to be lifted either by
a 2-1 pulley system or counterweight.
Loading requirements: Maximum dynamic force put on the
floor point is 110kg, which means the breaking load of the
floor point needs to be 1.1ton.
The maximum dynamic load of the roof points are 165kg, if
you have a safety factor of 3 for your building this would be
a safe working load of 550kg for each of the two points or a
breaking load of 1.6ton.
Paging: the zimmerframe does need to be lifted out of the
way of view or aerial clearance for the cloudswing. It is about
2m long so ideally would be hung from at least 8m. However
it can be paged sideways if necessary.

NON-HUMAN BEARING RIGGING
The cloudswing needs a paging point SR in line with the
cloudswing centre, and we also have kabuki drop which needs
to be located somewhere either SL or SR of the swinging bar.
These points have a light loading and can usually be attached
to lighting bars or similar. They do require a floor attachment
point (both SR), usually stage weights or fixed ladders
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SOUND
Sound will be either pre-recorded or live, depending on
arrangement with venue.
If played live we use the following:
2 congas and a cachon, Laptop (Mac), Stage Piano (Nord
Stage 2), Loop Station (Bos RC 300), Vocals, Saxophone,
Accordion (subject to change) and require:
2 x DI
6 x mics
4 x mic stands
XLR cables
4 x jack cables
On stage monitors for both music stations as required.
Our musician runs the show through his own system onstage,
but we will require a sound operator during the show in the
live version in case anything goes wrong during the show or
levels need adjusting.
The cachon and congas are also used in the pre-recorded
version and will need mics and mic stands to be provided by
the venue.
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LIGHTS
Sample lighting design provided below. Exact design used in performance will depend on venue layout, size and other
similar variables.
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